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Thomas Lord, Upham Group
Tenzo helps pub chains such as Upham Group and Barworks save money by lowering staff
costs and reducing waste. The analysis of a pub’s data allows Tenzo to deliver tactical
insights for publicans to action.
The brainchild of Christian Mouysset, co-founder of Hummus Bros and Adam Taylor, who
led McKinsey’s fast growth tech work on the US west coast, Tenzo helps publicans identify
their most productive member of staff, get more accurate forecasting or get a better
understanding as to the most and least popular dishes. Each insight helps pubs run better,
more effectively and, ultimately, more profitably.
Recognizing that publicans are busy and don’t have time to sit at a desk to go through
endless reports, Tenzo delivers short digestible insights directly to their mobile.
By pulling data from multiple sources, Tenzo gives insights not available with traditional
EPOS and staff scheduling solutions. By delivering advice in real-time and on mobile,
customers use Tenzo to make daily decisions, unlike traditional reporting tools or Excel.
Tenzo is helping its users cut their sales forecast error by 28%, increase the average review
score by 19% and seeing a 6% higher YoY growth for engaged locations.
To view Robb’s, CFO of Upham Group, testimonial video, visit:
https://youtu.be/J1t-g087G4o
For more information, contact
Christian Mouysset
christian@gotenzo.com
020 3856 4443

About Tenzo
Tenzo (https://www.gotenzo.com) was designed to reduce a reliance on gut: we can put
data behind questions like how much food to order in, what member of staff to schedule at
what time and whether to rerun a promotion.
We bring deep expertise and a world class management team - our co-founders have built
multi-million pound businesses, and bring the best of data-science and technology from
Cambridge, Harvard and McKinsey.
Tenzo have a prestigious set of backers, including Techstars, Acequia Capital and Force Over
Mass. We are well funded and growing fast!
Tenzo, the name given to the head chef at a Buddhist monastery, aims to make running a
restaurant more zen.
Tenzo is a Techstars London 2016 company
A product video is available at https://vimeo.com/182689007.

